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Abstract. In temporal networks, both the topology of the underlying network
and the timings of interaction events can be crucial in determining how some
dynamic process mediated by the network unfolds. We have explored the limiting
case of the speed of spreading in the SI model, set up such that an event between
an infectious and susceptible individual always transmits the infection. The speed
of this process sets an upper bound for the speed of any dynamic process that is
mediated through the interaction events of the network. With the help of temporal
networks derived from large-scale time-stamped data on mobile phone calls, we
extend earlier results that point out the slowing-down effects of burstiness and
temporal inhomogeneities. In such networks, links are not permanently active,
but dynamic processes are mediated by recurrent events taking place on the links
at specific points in time. We perform a multi-scale analysis and pinpoint the
importance of the timings of event sequences on individual links, their correlations
with neighboring sequences, and the temporal pathways taken by the network-
scale spreading process. This is achieved by studying empirically and analytically
different characteristic relay times of links, relevant to the respective scales, and
a set of temporal reference models that allow for removing selected time-domain
correlations one by one.
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1. Introduction
Dynamics on complex networks often take place in a non-continuous manner where
interactions are not permanent. Temporal networks [1] constitute the adequate
framework for such a situation, where a link between two nodes is present only
for the period of the interaction. When aggregated over time, such systems can be
represented with static weighted networks [2], where the link weights measure averaged
link activity. Some of the properties of dynamic processes taking place on networks
depend strongly on static network characteristics, while a detailed analysis of the
temporal aspect could lead to further important insights.
Spreading is one of the most important processes in complex systems. It is
relevant for a number of fields and applications ranging from epidemiology of biological
viruses to the dynamics of social processes, such as opinion dynamics or information
transmission [3]. While certain static characteristics of complex networks work to
enhance spreading, such as the small world property, it has been shown that the
temporal characteristics of links may slow it down [4, 5, 6]. These results indicate
that dynamic processes cannot necessarily take advantage of topologically shortest
paths [7]. In addition, also static topological characteristics such as prominent
community structure have been shown to give rise to considerable decelerating effects
on spreading speed [8, 9, 5], while a fat-tailed degree distribution has been shown to
be an accelerating property [10]. Furthermore, in weighted networks, the relationship
between weights and topology provides an additional source of possible influence
on the spreading dynamics. Especially for social networks it is known that links
within communities are strong, while links between them are weaker [11] – such
Granovetterian structure enhances the trapping effect by the communities, leading
to further slowing down of spreading [11, 5].
Spreading dynamics is typically studied using one of the standard epidemic
models, where nodes are usually assigned to one of the three states – (S)usceptible,
(I)nfectious, and (R)ecovered [12, 13, 14, 15]. The states that constitute the model
are chosen depending on the problem at hand (e.g., SI, SIR, SIS). The models are
then characterized by the rate of transmission between infectious and susceptible
individuals upon contact, and the rate of recovery of infectious individuals. For static
networks, transmission is usually assumed to take place with a probability uniform in
time between infectious and susceptible network neighbors, i.e., it is assumed that the
timings of contacts along links are determined by a Poisson process. However, in reality
the timings of such contact sequences are heterogeneous and display several kinds of
temporal correlations. This is the case, e.g., in sexual contact networks [16, 17, 18]
and human communication networks [19, 4, 6, 20, 5]. For both cases, it has been
shown that the spreading dynamics are considerably affected by the temporal features
of the contact sequences.
In this article, we employ a deterministic version of the SI epidemic model,
where susceptible nodes always become infected if they are in contact with infectious
nodes through a contact event, i.e. a phone call. We restrict ourselves to a case
where only one node is initially set infected at a random point in time. Although
simple, this model is useful because it gives an upper limit to the speed at which any
dynamical process where nodes affect their neighbors through contacts can evolve.
This includes all the other spreading processes. The setting is the same as in our
previous study [5], where it was shown using temporal reference models that in
addition to static structural features, heterogeneous contact sequences slow down
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spreading on empirical temporal networks of mobile telephone calls and emails. We
extend these results by organizing the reference model framework such that we can
observe the hierarchical relationship between them. This allows us to quantify the
significance of both topological and temporal correlations to the dynamic spreading
speed, and also to discover their relative importance.
We perform a multiscale analysis of the effects of temporal inhomogeneities on
spreading dynamics, beginning with the role of individual links and moving then on
to larger scales. We zoom in into the network and focus on the effect of temporal
inhomogeneities in the transmission speed of infection through single links in isolation,
captured with the relay time of the link. Assuming random arrival of infection at one
of the connected nodes enables to analytically calculate the effect of the inter-event
time distribution [4]. It turns out that the expected transmission speed depends
on the second moment of that distribution, or equivalently, on the burstiness of the
sequence of events taking place on the link. However, such a simplified picture ignores
correlations between such event sequences. These are taken into account in two steps.
At the next scale, we consider relay times that take nearest-neighbor correlations into
account with an approach similar to that discussed by Miritello et al. [6]. We build
a model which shows that this type of correlations are likely to speed up the local
spreading process. Then, we make an attempt to take into account network-wide
correlations of the event sequences and measure the actual speed of transmission of
infection through the links during the global scale SI process. Our investigations show
that most of the temporal inhomogeneities in the slowing down of spreading can be
attributed to the single link properties, and although the static link weight dominates
the time the infection waits before crossing the link, there is a high variation between
waiting times of links with the same weight. The inclusion of the neighbors and the
effect of the whole network both lower the relay time estimates.
We begin by introducing the data set and the reference models for the contact
sequence that we are going to use in all of the following sections. In Section III, we
study the spreading speed at the scale of the entire network. We explore the effects of
different inhomogeneities, both dynamical and topological, and show that the bursts
in the event sequences of links significantly slow down the spreading – their effect
is stronger than those of the weight-topology correlations or higher-order topological
correlations such as communities. Finally, in Section IV we focus on the scale of links,
defining the quantities that measure the spreading speed through individual links in
isolation and in relationship to activation sequences by the other links.
2. Data and methods
2.1. Data
The data used in the following is based on the mobile phone call (MPC) records of
seven million private customers of a single mobile network operator, covering ∼ 20% of
the population of a European country. The data contain a sequence of ∼ 444 million
time-stamped voice call events over a period of 120 days. In order to consider real
social relations, we only consider communication between pairs of subscribers who
have at least one reciprocated pair of calls between them. The temporal network,
i.e. the call event sequence used in the study is constructed as follows. First, we
aggregate the events over the entire period to form a weighted network, where the
nodes represent subscribers and a link between two nodes indicates at least one call
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both ways. For static reference models, we also compute link weights as the total
number of calls made during the observation period. We then extract the largest
connected component (LCC) of the aggregated network; the LCC has N = 4.6× 106
nodes and L = 9 × 106 links. The temporal network employed in the study is then
constructed as the time-stamped sequence of calls between all nodes in the LCC, and
contains 306 million call records. The static LCC has broad degree distribution and
shows small-world properties. Its average degree k = 3.96, and the average shortest
path length between nodes 〈`〉 = 12.31. By geographic sampling of the network, we
observe that 〈`〉 varies logarithmically with the system size. Since the observation
period is finite, we apply periodic temporal boundary conditions by repeating the call
sequence once its last event is reached.
2.2. Reference models
For static networks, a common way to assess the significance of chosen topological
features is to compare their abundance or characteristics against some reference model
where the network is randomized. This approach has also been applied in assessing
the importance of such features for dynamical processes. The most widely applied
reference model is the configuration model [21], where the links of the original network
are rewired pairwise randomly. This reference model preserves the original degree
sequence but yields networks that are as random as the degree sequence allows. Then,
one can assess the significance of topological characteristics of the empirical graph
e.g. by measuring the extent to which the dynamics of some processes differ when
they take place on the original networks or the reference ensemble.
For temporal graphs, a similar approach can be applied: in this case, the
original event sequences are randomized or randomly reshuffled to remove time-
domain structure and correlations [9, 5]. Thus a reference model for an empirical
event sequence is a maximally random ensemble of event sequences, for which some
predefined set of properties are the same as for the empirical sequence. There are
various kinds of temporal correlations, and thus no single, general-purpose reference
model (a “temporal configuration model”) can be designed. Rather, by applying
appropriate reference models, one may switch off selected types of correlations in
order to understand their contribution to the observed properties. The reference
models used in this paper are listed in Table 1 and a short explanation is given below.
For full details, see Appendix A.
The equal-weight link-sequence shuffled model. Whole event sequences with time
stamps are randomly exchanged between links that have the same weights, i.e.
numbers of events. Timing correlations between adjacent links are destroyed. While
temporal characteristics of link event sequences are retained, any correlations between
them and the topology are lost. All other temporal and structural correlations are
retained.
Link-sequence shuffled model. As above, but sequences are exchanged between
links of any weight. Thus, weight-topology correlations are additionally destroyed.
Time-shuffled model. The time stamps of the whole event sequence are randomly
reshuffled. Thus all temporal correlations with the exception of network-level
frequency envelope (for calls, the daily pattern [22]) are destroyed, while all topological
features are retained.
Uniformly random times. Time stamps of all events are drawn uniformly from
the observation period; all temporal correlations are destroyed.
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Configuration model. Topological correlations are destroyed with the
configuration model that retains the degree sequence and keeps the network connected.
Original event sequences of links are then randomly redistributed. Only single-link
temporal characteristics remain.
Random network. A connected Erdo˝s-Re´nyi network is generated with the original
number of nodes and links. Event sequences are distributed as above.
Static Temporal
Shuffling method
DD C W D B E
Color
Original X X X X X X
Equal-weight link-sequence shuffled X X X X X ×
Time shuffled X X X X × ×
Uniformly random times X X X × × ×
Link-sequence shuffled X X × X X ×
Configuration model X × × X X ×
Random network × × × X X ×
Table 1. Properties that are retained in different random reference models.
Descriptions of the abbreviations are given below. The properties which can be
measured from an event sequence are in parenthesis. DD - degree distribution
(degree sequence), C - static configurations (adjacency matrix), W - weight-
topology correlations (weight matrix), D - global time sequence (sorted list of
all event times), B - event sequences in links (sorted list of even sequences on each
link), E - everything (the whole event sequence). The number of links and the link
weight distribution of the empirical event sequence are retained in all reference
models. Further, we always require that reference networks are connected. The
colors defined here for each reference model are used in the rest of the article.
3. Network-level spreading dynamics
We begin by simulating the SI spreading process on the empirical call sequence data
and with a set of six reference models. We set one random node’s state to infectious
at a random point in time t = t0, and let the information spread through the call
events, measuring the time tinf,i from t0 at which each of the nodes gets infected.
This process is repeated for 103 initial conditions. In Figure 1, we plot the average
fraction of infected nodes 〈I(t)〉/N = 〈I(t; i0, t0)〉/N as a function of the time t from t0,
where the average is taken over the initial conditions i0 and initial infection times t0.
This quantity can also be interpreted as the probability of nodes becoming infected at
times shorter than t, 〈|{i|tinf,i ≤ t}|/N〉. The inset of Fig. 1 displays the distributions
of the times to full prevalence, i.e. all nodes becoming infected, tfinal = maxi tinf,i.
As the spreading process itself is deterministic, the variance of these distributions
originates from the random initial conditions.
First, we focus on the three temporal reference models that remove temporal
correlations while leaving the static network intact (equal-weight link-sequence shuffled,
time-shuffled, and uniformly random times). Fig. 1 shows that the spreading dynamics
for those event sequences that contain bursts (the original and equal-weight link-
sequence shuffled sequences) are slower than than those for the reference models from
which burstiness has been removed (sequences from the time-shuffled and uniformly
random times models). This clearly indicates that burstiness of the event sequences
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Figure 1. The average fraction of infected nodes for SI spreading dynamics on the
MPC data and various reference models. (Inset) For each model, the distribution
of the final infection time tfinal is shown. All simulations were performed over
103 initial conditions.
slow down the spreading process significantly. Further, the dynamics for the original
sequence and equal-weight link-sequence shuffled model closely resemble each other,
as do the dynamics for the time-shuffled and uniformly random times models. The
former similarity means that cross-link correlations have only a small influence on the
speed of spreading for most of the duration of the process. The latter resemblance
indicates that the daily pattern has also only minor effect on the spreading speed.
However, when looking at the distributions of the full prevalence times shown in the
inset of Fig. 1, tfinal, it is seen that for long times, cross-link correlations speed up the
process somewhat. The full prevalence times for the uniformly random times and the
time-shuffled reference models are almost indistinguishable.
Next, we turn to those reference models that modify structural features of the
static aggregated network. We find that when the network topology is retained but
weight-topology correlations are removed with the link-sequence shuffled reference
model, the spreading significantly speeds up compared to the original. This is because
the reference model removes the known Granovetterian weight-topology correlations
where weak links connecting dense communities of nodes act as bottlenecks [11]. In
addition, if topological correlations such as the community structure and geographical
embedding are removed with the configuration model, the dynamics of spreading
become even faster with the exception of the early stage of the process. If we further
remove the degree heterogeneity which is retained in the configuration model by
constructing an Erdo˝s-Renyi (ER) random networks (the random network model),
there is again a small increase when compared to the configuration model. However,
the configuration model is more efficient in spreading the infection than E-R networks
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once the critical mass of infected nodes is reached, and when considering only the full
prevalence times, the configuration model is the fastest lattice for spreading.
Finally, we cross-compare the relative importance of the structural and temporal
correlations in the call sequence on the spreading speed. As seen in Fig. 1, the
spreading dynamics for the time-shuffled model where weight-topology correlations
are retained but the bursts that are destroyed are faster compared to the link-
sequence shuffled model, where bursts are retained but weight-topology correlations
are destroyed. This means that the burstiness of call sequences on individual links
plays a more important role than weight-topology correlations in slowing down the
spreading dynamics. Furthermore, the results for the configuration model and the
uniform times model are roughly comparable; the first one removes all structural
correlations while retaining all temporal correlations and the second one removes all
temporal correlations while retaining all structural correlations. This observation can
be considered surprising since the structural features of static networks are typically
considered to be the most important factor for any dynamical process, while temporal
correlations are assumed to have minor role. However, the above points out that the
temporal correlations may be of equal importance.
In addition, we have thoroughly investigated the robustness of the above results
by studying the role of the periodic boundary conditions, the initial conditions, the
system size, and the error of the mean (see Appendix B and Appendix C); no significant
changes to the above results were observed.
4. Spreading speed on single links
In Section 3, we have shown that the temporal inhomogeneities of our empirical
sequence slow down spreading on the network and that considerable amount of the
slowing down can be attributed to the burstiness of event sequences of links. In order
to better understand the effects of temporal inhomogeneities, we will next focus on the
event sequences corresponding to each of the links, and study the effects of temporal
inhomogeneities on the spreading speed at the link level. In order to do this, we
investigate the statistics of the relay times of links. The relay time of an edge denotes
the time it takes for a newly infected node to spread the infection further via the next
event that the link participates in.
In the first approximation, we will neglect the effects of correlated event sequences
on adjacent links and assume that nodes become infected at uniformly random times.
This approximation is captured by the random relay time τR, the waiting time
between a uniformly random point in time and the next event on a link. Going
beyond this approximation, nearest-neighbor correlations can be taken into account
via the triggered relay time τR1, where nodes may only get infected by the events they
participate in. The triggered relay time is thus defined as the time between a uniformly
randomly picked event involving one of the two nodes of the focal link and the next
event on that link. Finally, one can consider the effects of network-wide correlations
and temporal paths of the network, and measure from empirical data the actual times
between the infection arriving at a node and crossing a link in simulations, leading
to actualized relay times τR∞. These three concepts of relay times are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrations of the three relay times. The horizontal line
represents a link, and the small vertical lines displays the events between the two
nodes within the observation period, t ∈ [0, T ]. (a) The random relay time τR is
the time difference between a randomly selected point in time and the time of the
next event. (b) The triggered relay time τR1 for the link AB is the time difference
between the time of an event on any other link of the two nodes (A or B) and
the time of the next event on the edge AB. (c) The actualized relay time τR∞
is calculated on the basis of simulations and measures the time between the node
becoming infected and further transmitting the infection.
4.1. Random relay time τR
4.1.1. Theory We begin our analysis of relay times by neglecting all correlations
between the event sequences of adjacent links, and study the dependence of the relay
times on the inter-event time distributions of the links. We consider the case where
one of the nodes, A or B, of the link AB becomes infected at a uniformly random point
in time. The random relay time τR is then defined as the random variable representing
the time between this random time of infection and the time of the next event between
A and B. In this approximation, the relay times τR of a link are determined purely
by the inter-event time distribution of events on that link, P (τ), where the inter-event
time τ is defined as the time difference between two consecutive events. On the basis
of the inter-event time distribution, the probability distribution of the relay times
can be written as P (τR) =
1
τ
∫∞
τR
P (τ)dτ [4]. Further, assuming that the tail of the
distribution is not too broad (limx→∞ x2P (τ > x) = 0), the average relay time τR can
be calculated analytically for any inter-event time distribution:
τR =
∫ ∞
0
τRP (τR)dτR =
1
2
τ2
τ
. (1)
The value of τR depends heavily on the average inter-event time τ , or equivalently, on
the average rate of events taking place on the link. As we are primarily interested in
the effect of the shape of the inter-event time distribution on τR, it is natural to use a
Poissonian distribution as a reference. Thus, we define the normalized average relay
time, τR
∗, by dividing τR by the corresponding relay time for a Poisson process τR,p,
for which the average inter-event time is matched to that of the given inter-event time
distribution such that τp = τ . The normalized relay time τR
∗ can then be written as
τR
∗ ≡ τR
τR,p
=
τ2
τ2p
=
τ2
2τ2
, (2)
where τR,p = τp = τ . Thus, τR
∗ measures the ratio of the second moment to the
square of the first moment of the inter-event time distribution. Generally, the broader
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∼ p(τ) τR τR∗ Definitions
e−τ/tc tc 1 tc > 0
τ−α, 1 < τ 12
α−2
α−3
(α−2)2
2(α−1)(α−3) α > 3
τ−α, 1 < τ < tc
γ(3)
2γ(2)
γ(1)γ(3)
2γ(2)2 γ(k) =
1−tk−αc
α−k , α 6= k
τ−αe−τ/tc , 1 < τ tc2
θ(3)
θ(2)
θ(1)θ(3)
2θ(2)2 θ(k) = Γ(k − α, t
−1
c )
Table 2. Functional forms of the random relay times τR and the normalized
random relay time τR
∗ for some inter-event time distributions.
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Figure 3. Contour plots the value of τR
∗ when the inter-event time distribution
is (a) power-law with exact cutoff and (b) power-law with exponential cutoff (See
the Table 2). The black solid contour lines correspond to values of τR
∗ = 1, the
gray n’th line above that to τR
∗ = 2n and the gray n’th line below the black line
to τR
∗ = 1
2
(1− 2−n). The gray dotted vertical lines are at α = 2±√2.
the distribution, the larger the second moment as compared to the square of the first
moment. Because of this, τR
∗ can be viewed as a measure of the broadness of the inter-
event time distribution. Since a broad inter-event time distribution is also a signature
of a bursty time sequence, τR
∗ can equally well be seen as a measure of burstiness.
This is further illustrated by the following: τR
∗ can be written as τR∗ = [(σττ )
2 + 1]/2,
where στ is the standard deviation and
στ
τ the coefficient of variation of the inter-event
time distribution. The coefficient of variation σττ was also used by Goh and Baraba´si
[23] as a basis for their measure of burstiness, B = (σττ − 1)/(σττ + 1). Thus, the
normalized average relay time can be written as τR
∗ = B
2+1
(B−1)2 . Hence, the burstier an
event sequence is, the longer the random relay times are.
The inter-event time distributions of empirical event sequences are often broader
than would be expected from a Poisson process. Such empirical distributions have been
fitted with power laws [24, 25] or power laws with an exponential cutoff [4, 26]. In Table
2 we present analytical formulas for τR and τR
∗ for these distributions and illustrate
their dependence on the distribution parameters. For the power-law distribution, τR
∗
becomes infinite when the power-law exponent α = 3, and decreases with increasing
α > 3, reaching τR
∗ = 1 when α = 2 +
√
2. Thus, for power-law inter-event time
distributions in this regime, the average random relay times are longer than for the
Poissonian reference case. For power-law distributions with cutoff, the cutoff value tc
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also affects τR
∗. The joint effect of the power-law exponent and the cutoff is illustrated
with contour plots in Fig. 3. If the cutoff point tc is small enough, the random relay
times are shorter than Poissonian also for power-laws with α ≤ 2 +√2, but for large
values of tc, the power-law inter-event times dominate and the relay times become
longer.
4.1.2. Relay times in empirical event sequences Next, we turn our attention from
the general case to empirical data, where we have a finite number of events, n,
in a finite observation period, t ∈ [0, T ]. For simplicity, we consider the case
with periodic temporal boundary conditions, where all events get repeated with a
periodicity of T . Then, the expression of relay time distribution of Eq. (1) becomes
P (τR) =
1
T
∑n
i=1[τR ≤ τi], where τi is the inter-event time between the i − 1-th and
i-th events. The expected relay time τR is then given by
τR =
∑n
i=1 τ
2
i
2T
. (3)
For a given values of n and T , the average relay time τR is minimized when all the
inter-event times are the same, that is, τi = τj ,∀i, j, giving τR = T2n . In contrast,
it is maximized when all the events happen at the same time resulting in a single
non-zero inter-event time, that is, ti = tj∀i, j and τ1 = T giving τR = T/2. Thus, τR
is maximized when all events take place in the same burst and τR is minimized when
events are maximally separated in time.
As with the general case, we want to compare the τR values to some baseline.
Here, the proper baseline is to distribute the times of the n events of each edge at
uniformly random within the observation period, equivalently to the uniform random
times reference model defined earlier. This is equivalent to having a Poisson process
with a constant average inter-event time with the additional condition that there are n
events in the interval [27]. Order statistics can be used to analytically derive the inter-
event time distribution, which in this case is a beta distribution [28] (see Appendix
D for details). The beta distribution converges to an exponential distribution as the
number of events n increases, and thus the uniformly random times reference model
approaches the Poisson process with increasing n. The expected value and variance
of τR for the uniform times model with periodic boundary conditions are given by
〈τR〉 = T
n+ 1
,Var(τR) =
T 2(n− 1)
(n+ 1)2(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
, (4)
and the normalized relay time (similarly to Eq. 2) becomes
τR
∗ =
τR
〈τR〉 =
(n+ 1)
2
n∑
i=1
(τi/T )
2. (5)
Further, since the normalization of τR
∗ is done with the uniformly random times
reference model instead of a Poisson process, we need to include a correction factor in
the relationship between burstiness and the normalized relay time: τR
∗ = n+1n
B2+1
(B−1)2 .
Next we calculate τR for each edge for the empirical MPC sequence using Eq. (3)
and compare the values to the temporal reference models, where the static network
remains unchanged. Further, we leave out the equal-weight link-sequence shuffled
model which would give equivalent results to the empirical sequence. This leaves us
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only with the time-shuffled and the uniformly random times reference models. In
Fig. 4 (a) we plot the probability distribution of P (τR) for the original data and for
the random references. It is seen that in the empirical data there are more edges with
high random relay times and fewer edges with low relay times than in the reference
models. This is also reflected in the value of the network-level average of τR for
the original sequence, averaged over all edges: it is 23.1 days while for the reference
models the average value is only 13.8 days. Thus, the high average relay times of
the empirical network can at least partly explain the slowing down of the SI-process.
Further, the distributions of τR for the time-shuffled and uniformly random model are
indistinguishable, as expected.
The random relay times of edges depend heavily on their weight n, i.e. the total
number of calls on each edge. Thus the shapes of the τR and τR distributions are
dominated by the heterogeneous weight distribution. In Figure 4 (b) we plot τR as
a function of the edge weight. The difference between the original event sequence
and the reference sequence grows with the edge weight, and the edges on the original
sequence are on average slower than on the references independent of the weight.
However, for links of the same weight, the τR values for the empirical data are broadly
distributed, and the tail of this distribution is partly responsible for the longer average
relay times. Note that for the time-shuffled reference model, the average relay time
values are almost the same as for the uniform random times model except for very high
weights, where the time-shuffled reference is slower. As other temporal correlations
than the daily pattern are absent from this reference, any deviation is due to the daily
pattern. It is seen that the daily pattern starts to have an effect only when the call
frequency is larger than a few calls per day. More than 99% of the edges in the network
have less than three calls per day, and thus for a vast majority of the edges, the daily
pattern has practically no effect on the relay times, in line with our observations on
spreading dynamics.
As seen in Figure 4 (b), the random relay times display a lot of variation even for
edges of the same weight. We illustrate this variation in more detail in Figure 4 (c),
and show the distributions of τ∗R for edges with fixed weight. For high-weight edges, we
use a weight range to improve statistics. Remarkably, the distributions for the original
event sequence collapse together for all weights, with the exception of a small offset
in the peak and differences in cutoff values (max(τ∗R) = (n + 1)/2). Thus there is a
signature distribution of the relay times that does not depend on edge weight – as seen
in comparison with the uniformly random times reference model, this distribution is
broad and the relay times contain a lot of variation. Thus, while many edges have relay
times close to the reference model, there is a small number of highly bursty edges with
very long relay times. Furthermore, the length of the tail of the τ∗R distributions grows
with the edge weight for the original sequence, which is in contrast to the uniformly
random times sequence for which the variance is smaller for higher weights. To better
quantify the difference in relay times within the group of edges with equal weight in
Figure 4 (d) we show a scatter plot where each point corresponds to the variance
and the average of τR for an edge group (similar to fluctuation scaling [29]). For
the uniformly random times we can use Eq. (4) to calculate the relationship between
the average and the variance. For large weights we get 〈τR〉 ∝ (σ2τR)α, with α = 3.
However, for the original sequence the scaling exponent is close to α = 1.0 and the
variance is higher than for the reference model for all values of 〈τR〉.
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Figure 4. (a): Distribution of the relay times τR for the original, time-shuffled
and uniformly random event sequences. The peak at ∼ 30 days is due to the
larger amount of edges with only 2 calls (a result of the mutuality condition)
and periodic temporal boundary conditions. (b): 〈τR|n〉 for the original event
sequence and reference models. For the original sequence, we also show the
probability distributions of τR conditional to weight (see color bar on right). The
solid lines denote (theoretical) max and min values. (c): The distributions of τ∗R
conditional to (logarithmically binned) weights for the original sequence (red) and
the uniformly random times model (magenta). Each curve is colored according to
the weight associated to it such that that dark colors indicate small weights. (d):
The average and the variance of τR for each of the bins. The solid line on the top
indicates power law fit to the original data, and the lower black line corresponds
to the analytical values for the uniformly random time sequence calculate with
Eq. 4. Distributions for bins with more than 800 calls during the time interval T
are not shown due to insufficient statistics.
4.2. Triggered relay time τR1
4.2.1. Theory For the random relay times τR considered in the previous section, it
was assumed that the event sequences on adjacent links are uncorrelated, and thus
the infection may arrive at one of the nodes of the focal link at a random point in
time. We will next take into account the effects of correlations between the times of
events of adjacent links, and require that a node may only become infected when it
interacts with one of its neighbors. Instead of choosing the time of infection of node
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A or B of the link AB randomly from the time interval [0, T ], we pick it randomly
from the set of times where A or B participates in an interaction event with one of its
neighbors C 6= B and C 6= A [6]. Then, the triggered relay time τR1 for the link AB
is defined as the time difference between the infection arriving A (or B) to the time
when the infection is passed through the link to B (or A), similarly to Ref. [6].
The average triggered relay time τR1 for the link AB depends on both the time
intervals between the events on the link, as well as correlations of the times of events
between the link and its neighbors. If the events on the other links are independent
of the events on AB, then τR1 approaches τR. We illustrate the differences between
τR1 and τR with the help of a simple model that involves correlations between the
sequences. We define a triggering model where the system consists of two links, AB
and AC, such that each of the two links has N events. We assign times to the events
on both links in a pairwise fashion, such that each AB-AC event pair is considered
to be triggered with a probability p and uncorrelated with probability (1 − p). For
uncorrelated event pairs, we assign times drawn uniformly at random from the interval
[0, T ]. For correlated event pairs, we first choose the time tAB of the event on the AB
link uniformly at random. Then we set an event on the AC link randomly at either
t = tAB − δt or t = tAB + δt, i.e. the AC event is considered to trigger the AB event
or vice versa. The time δt is picked at random from some triggering time distribution.
Periodic temporal boundary conditions are invoked if the AC event falls outside the
interval [0, T ]. Thus, on both links we have on average pN events that are triggered
or trigger another event, and (1− p)N uncorrelated events.
Now we can calculate for the expected triggered relay time 〈τR1〉 for the AB link
by assuming that the trigger times δt are small compared to the random inter-event
times, i.e. we always have τ > δt. Note that the model is symmetric in that 〈τR1〉 is
same for both links, AB and AC. The fraction of uncorrelated events is (1−p), and for
these, the expected triggered relay time is simply given by Eq. (4): 〈τR1〉 = T/ (n+ 1).
The fraction of triggered event pairs is p; half of the events are triggered by an AC
event with a triggered relay time 〈δt〉. The rest trigger AC events, and the expected
time from the triggered AC event to the next AB event is 〈τ − δt〉 = Tn − 〈δt〉. Thus,
considering all these cases, the expected triggered relay time
〈τR1〉 = (1− p) T
n+ 1
+
1
2
p〈δt〉+ 1
2
p(
T
n
− 〈δt〉)
= (1− p
2
n− 1
n
)〈τR〉. (6)
Thus, the more triggered events there are, the shorter the triggered relay times are
on average, as expected. Note that in the above equation 〈τR1〉 does not depend on
the distribution of δt as long as the values of δt are small enough compared to the
inter-event times.
The behavior of the triggering model is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a), where the average
random and triggered relay times from simulations of the model are shown; the latter
are seen to match well with the analytical prediction of Eq. (6). For these simulations,
we have used a power-law distribution of the triggering times δt with an exponent of
0.9 and a cutoff at tc = 10
5 seconds; this has been motivated by the shape of the
low-∆t-region of triggered relay time distributions in experimental data (see, e.g. [6]).
Fig. 5 (b) shows the distribution of the inter-event times P (τ) and the relay times
P (τR1) for the model with this triggering time distribution. The distribution P (τR1)
shows an initial power-law decay which is caused by the triggered events, followed by
exponential decay. In contrast, the inter-event time distribution P (τ) is exponential.
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Figure 5. (a)-(b) Results of the triggering model with parameters T = 120 days,
N = 10, while P (δt) follows a power-law with exponent 0.9 and cutoff at 105
seconds. The simulations are performed over 104 independent realizations. (a)
The distribution of 〈τR〉, and 〈τR1〉 as a function of the coupling parameter p.
The solid curve represents Eq. (6). (b) The distributions of τR1 and inter-event
time τ for the coupling parameter p = 0.4. Inter-event times are exponentially
distributed wheres the distribution of τR1 follows a power-law with exponential
tail. (c)Distributions of the average relay time in empirical data, P (τR1), for the
original event sequence and the temporal reference models. (d) The distributions
of τ∗R1 conditional to (logarithmically binned) weights for the original sequence
(red, curves on the right) and the uniformly random times model (magenta, curves
on the left). Each curve is colored according to the weight associated to it such
that that dark colors indicate small weights.
4.2.2. Empirical results Next we study the averages of triggered relay times τR1 in
empirical data. In Fig. 5 (c) we plot the distributions of τR1 of the MPC network
original call sequence and the temporal reference models. Similar to random relay
times, the distributions of τR1 for the time-shuffled and uniform random time model
match with each other. Further, the distribution for the original event sequence
has a fatter tail than these two reference models. Unlike with the case of τR, the
distributions of τR1 are not same for the original and the equal-weight link-sequence
shuffled event sequences. This is because equal-weight link-sequence shuffling destroys
the correlations between events on neighboring edges. In the coupling model, such
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correlations caused the expected τR1 values to decrease. This is true also for the MPC
network, since the average τR1 for the original sequence is 22 days, where it is 23 days
for the equal-weight link-sequence shuffled event sequence.
In Fig. 5 (d) we plot the τ∗R1 distributions conditional to the edge weight similar
to Fig. 4 (c). The main difference to τ∗R distributions is that the theoretical maximum
value for τ∗R1 is n + 1 instead of (n + 1)/2. The values of τ
∗
R1 inside the interval
from (n + 1)/2 to n + 1 arise from situations where the triggering events take place
close to the beginning of a long interval between consecutive bursts. Thus, they result
from a combined effect of burstiness and timings of triggering events. Such situations
are not very frequent, leading to steep decays in the tails of the τ∗R1 distributions for
values larger than (n + 1)/2. Thus, even for small edge weights, the tails of the τ∗R1
distributions do not follow the signature scaling observed for τ∗R distributions.
4.3. Actualized relay time τR∞
4.3.1. Motivation: the event infectivity fe When defining the triggered relay time
τR1, it was assumed that each event taking place on the neighboring edges transmits
the infection to the focal edge with an equal probability. In this section, we study the
validity of this assumption by defining a quantity called infectivity, fe, for each event.
The event infectivity is defined as a probability of an event spreading the infection
during a spreading process which is initiated from a random node and a random point
in time.
In order to calculate exact values for the event infectivities, we would need to
simulate the spreading process over the entire ensemble of all possible initial conditions.
Instead, we calculate an estimate for fe by starting the infection from 10
4 randomly
selected initial conditions and simulating each spreading process until all the nodes
in the network are infected. For these processes, we calculate the number of times
each event transfers the infection to an susceptible node. An estimate for the event
infectivity, fˆe, is then determined by dividing these numbers by the number of initial
conditions. Note that this approximation is not very accurate for small values of fe.
In Fig. 6 (a) we plot the cumulative distributions of the estimated event
infectivities P<(fˆe) for the original sequence and the temporal reference models. We
find that there are large differences in the number of non-infecting events (events that
have fˆe = 0, i.e. were never observed to transmit the infection). The total fraction
of events which do not participate in the spreading process is ∼ 77 % for the original
sequence and the equal-weight link-sequence shuffled model, while for the time-shuffled
and the uniform time model it is 65%. Further, if one assumes that all the “real”
event infectivity values would be equal, the sampled event infectivity estimates would
be distributed with a mean 〈fˆe〉 = 0.015 and a standard deviation σ(fˆe) = 10−3 §.
The observed variation in the estimated infectivities is much larger than this. Thus
we can conclude that the assumption of all events being equally probable carriers of
infection is not valid – there is considerable variation that arises from the timings of
the events.
§ If there are N nodes, E events and the infection is started with L initial conditions, then for
each event, the number of times it participates in the spreading, C, is binomially distributed
with parameters p = N−1
E
and n = L. Then, for that event fˆe = C/L. Thus 〈fˆe〉 = p and
σ(fˆe) =
√
p(1−p)
L
. The fˆe values for the events are not independent of each other. However, the
correlations between them are weak if N  E, and the fˆe distribution gotten from the sampling
process can be approximated by the distribution that a single event would have in this process.
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Figure 6. (a) The cumulative distribution of estimated event infectivity, P<(fˆe),
for the original sequence and the temporal reference models. The black line
corresponds to the mean of the estimated infectivity distribution for a constant
”real” event infectivity; the variation arising from sampling is small enough to
render the standard deviation of this distribution negligibly small. (b) The
average event infectivity as a function of the trailing inter-event time (time to
last event). The solid black line corresponds to a linear increase. (c) The average
ratio 〈τR∞/τR1〉 as a function of τR1. The edges are placed into bins according
to their τR1 values in a way that each bin contains equal number of edges. The
coordinate of the bin in the x-axis is then calculated as the average τR1 value of
the edges inside the bin.
To better understand which events are most or least likely to spread the infection,
we plot in Fig. 6 (b) the average estimated event infectivity as a function of the
preceding inter-event time of the event, i.e. the time to the previous event. On
average, the infectivity of an event increases with the inter-event time. This means
that events participating in bursts (events with short preceding inter-event times)
are less likely to participate in the infection spreading process as compared to events
with long preceding inter-event times. The increase in fˆe with τ shows almost a
linear relationship for the temporal reference models; a linear relationship would be
expected if the infection times were random. This is simply because if we select a
random infection point in time, the probability fe of the infection going through an
event e would be proportional to the preceding inter-event time of that event τe, that is
fe ∝ τe/T . However, the curve for the original event sequence shows a slight deviation
from this linear dependency for short inter-event times.
4.3.2. Definition of τR∞ and empirical results The above observations on large
variations in event infectivity and correlations between preceding inter-event times
and infectivities are not consistent with the assumptions behind the definition of
the triggered relay time τR1, where it was assumed that the infection can be
received through each event with equal probability. Further, τR1 doesn’t take into
account the possibility of both nodes of the focal edge getting infected independently,
without transmission through that edge, as the spreading front expands through their
neighboring nodes.
In order to account for the infectivity distributions and all other constraints
during the spreading process we define the actualized relay time τR∞ as the time
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that the infection actually waits on one of the nodes of an edge before crossing it
in a network-wide spreading process, i.e. the difference between the time when the
infection actually arrives at one of the endpoint nodes of an edge and the infection
being transmitted through that link. The values for τR∞ are obtained numerically
by running the spreading process through the network, monitoring which nodes infect
which other nodes, and calculating the relay times accordingly. Note that only events
transmitting the infection are considered for τR∞. As an example, if node u is infected
and the next event between u and v occurs after node v has already become infected
by some other node w, that event doesn’t affect the τR∞ value of the edge linking u
and v.
For estimating τR∞ in empirical data, we use the same sampling scheme as
previously used while estimating the infectivity values fe. In Fig. 6 (c) we plot the
ratios 〈τR∞/τR1〉 as functions of the respective relay times, for the original sequence
and the reference models. On average, the actualized relay times τR∞ are shorter than
the triggered relay times, and the ratio decreases with increasing τR1. Thus, when the
network-wide spreading process is accounted for, the relay times speed up especially
for edges that appear slow when measured with triggered relay times. This is because
the pathways taken by the spreading process often avoid and circumvent the slowest
edges. However, in some cases it is not possible to employ any faster shortcuts, e.g an
edge leading to a node of degree one is always used in the spreading process. Note
that τR∞ is not defined for edges that only have zero infectivity events, i.e. for edges
that never transmit the infection.
4.4. Comparing the relay times
Having introduced the three different relay times and illustrated their differences, we
now turn to comparing them in detail with regards to the empirical MPC data. For
the comparison, we normalize the average relay times with the expected times for
the uniformly random times reference model. The normalized random, triggered, and
actualized relay times as a function of edge weight are shown in Figs. 7 (a), (b) and
(c) for the original event sequence, equal-weight link-sequence shuffled reference and
time-shuffled reference, respectively.
Let us first focus on the scale of individual links and the behavior of the random
relay times τR that do not take correlations between links into account. For the
original sequence, the random relay times are always longer than for the uniformly
random sequence, even for the smallest weights. Further, the difference grows with
edge weight, reaching a maximum at n ∼ 12 calls per day where the random relay
times of the original sequence are on average 11 times longer than for the reference.
These effects reflect the burstiness of call sequences of edges. For the equal-weight
link-sequence-shuffled reference, the random relay times are necessarily equal to the
original sequence. For the time-shuffled reference, the random relay times deviate
from the uniform case only for the highest-weight links. This means that the daily
pattern has some effect on the highest-weight links, because it is the only difference
between the two reference models; for the majority of links, it has no visible effect.
Next, we observe how the relay times change when information about events
in the local neighborhood of the focal edge is taken into account with the triggered
relay times τR1. For the original event sequence, considering the timing correlations of
neighboring edges decreases the relay times, i.e. speeds up the spreading process. This
effect is negligible for small weights, but the difference to random relay times reaches
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Figure 7. The expected normalized average relay times 〈τ∗R|n〉 (squares), 〈τ∗R1|n〉
(circles), and 〈τ∗R∞|n〉 (crosses) for the (a) original event sequence, (b) equal-
weight link-sequence shuffled and (c) time-shuffled reference models.
∼ 20 percent for edges with approximately one call per day. Note the difference
between τ∗R and τ
∗
R1 for the time-shuffled reference at this point is still negligible, and
thus general timing correlations related to the daily pattern cannot be an explanation;
rather, this difference is caused by calls triggering further calls. For the equal-weight
link-sequence shuffled reference, the relay times τ∗R and τ
∗
R1 appear the same. This is
because correlations between adjacent links have been destroyed; note that, however,
in theory the network-wide daily pattern that is present in this null model could still
induce enough correlations to make a difference, but this is not the case. For the
time-shuffled reference model, the slowing down effect of the daily pattern disappears
completely for the triggered relay times. This happens because for τR1, the triggering
infection is more likely to arrive at the edge during daytime when also the focal edge is
likely to be more active, and the inter-event times are thus shorter. On the contrary,
τR increases because infections arriving at random points in time may have to wait
long times during the nights before crossing the edge.
Finally, we consider the largest scale with the actualized relay times that take
network-level spreading process and its timings into account. For normalization,
we cannot simply use Eq. (4) as the expected τR∞ values for the uniformly
random times reference model depend on the topology of the underlying network
and other large-scale correlations in the call sequence. Instead, we use the τR∞
values measured from simulations to define the normalized relay time as 〈τ∗R∞|n〉 =
〈τR∞|n〉/〈τR∞,unif.random|n〉. For both the original call sequence and the equal-weight
link-sequence shuffled reference, the actualized relay times are shorter than random
or triggered relay times, except for the lowest-weight links. The difference grows
with increasing weight. Thus, the slowing-down effect of bursts on the actualized
relay times is smaller than would be expected just by looking at the links in isolation
(τR) or additionally the immediate neighborhood of the links (τR1). One possible
explanation for the shorter actualized relay times on strong edges is the fact that the
slower an edge is, the more often alternative spreading routes are employed making
the progress of spreading faster. Because high-weight edges are much burstier than
low-weight edges in relation to the uniform reference model, alternative routes are
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used more often for edges with high weights. Even though the normalized actualized
relay times are smaller than the corresponding triggered relay times, the qualitative
conclusion drawn from the triggered relay times still holds. That is, because the call
sequences on edges are bursty, the speed of SI spreading (or equivalently, the duration
of fastest temporal paths) is exaggerated if no temporal information about the calls
is considered but the calls are assumed to be distributed uniformly random within
the observation interval. This is specially true for high-weight edges which slow down
more than low-weight edges. Furthermore, the spreading process is not affected much
by the daily pattern.
5. Discussion
In temporal networks, both the topology of the aggregated network and the timings
of interaction events can be crucial in determining how a dynamic process mediated
by the network unfolds. We have explored the limiting case of the speed of spreading
in the SI model, set up such that an event between an infectious and susceptible
individual always transmits the infection. In this process one of the nodes is initially set
to the infectious state, and the spread of infection follows the fastest time-respecting
paths [9, 7] from this node to all other nodes. Thus the speed of the process sets
an upper bound for the speed of any dynamic process that is mediated through the
interaction events of the network.
The roles of different types of network correlations in the outcome of a dynamical
process can be studied with the help of reference models that switch off selected
correlations one by one. For static networks, structural correlations can be removed
using the configuration model procedure, while weight-topology correlations can be
addressed by shuffling weights. The removal of time-domain correlations in temporal
networks is still a fairly new problem, and although several temporal reference models
have been designed [9, 5, 1], work in this respect can still be considered to be “in
progress”. In addition to the MPC case study, the contribution of this article in
more general terms is to formalize and make the use of temporal reference models
systematic; we have also analytically calculated some key statistics for the uniformly
random times reference model.
The first observation made by using the framework of reference models was that
for the MPC network the timings of the sequence of events are as important as the
topological structure of the network. Randomizing either the topological structure
or call sequences speeds up the spreading process by roughly equal amount. Thus,
when estimating the spreading velocity, disregarding the time-domain information and
simply aggregating over it results in an error comparable to the error that would result
from not taking the network topology into account. In general, this observation points
out the importance of taking time-domain information into account when studying
dynamics on temporal networks; e.g. a similar slowing down has also been observed
for an email network, whereas temporal correlations give rise to faster temporal paths
in an air transport network because of optimized scheduling [7] .
The second observation made with the reference models was that a large part
of the slow dynamics on the MPC network can be attributed to the call sequences
of individual links. Thus, the slowing-down effect can be explained by characterizing
the timings of the call sequences of links. For this, we have used the concept of relay
times [4, 6], and showed how the burstiness and the slow spreading speed compared
to the Poisson process are equivalent concepts: the slowing down is due to the bursty
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nature of the event sequences. We also found that there is a lot of heterogeneity in
the relay times of links even when normalizing by weight; thus not only the broad
distribution of link weights but also the distribution of relay times affects the speed
of spreading. Further, keeping the exact time sequence of calls on links, rather than
considering them uniformly randomly distributed, slows down the high-weight links
much more than links with low weights. This points out that the effect of the link
weights to the spreading speed would be overestimated without information on event
timings.
At the scale of individual links, the spreading speed through a link can be
approximated with the random relay time if we only consider information of the events
on the focal link. This approximation can be improved by increasing the scale to
include neighboring links by adding information about correlation between adjacent
event sequences using the triggered relay time [6]. We have constructed a model that
shows how such correlations decrease the average relay times; using triggered relay
times also corrects for the artificial effect of the circadian and weekly patterns. Finally,
we have introduced the actualized relay time, motivated by empirically observed high
variations in the likelihood of individual events transmitting the infection during
network-scale spreading dynamics. This added level of realism further shortened the
relay times. Despite of the overestimation of the relay times when using the two first
approximations, the overall picture arising from all the three definitions remains the
same; the dominant factor is burstiness.
As the timings of event sequences of individual links have been seen to be the most
important factor for spreading dynamics, one might consider mapping the dynamic
problem to a static one by defining proper dynamic weights for the links of the
aggregated network. This route was recently taken by Miritello et al. [6], who defined
the dynamic strength of a tie as the probability of it being able to transmit the
infection during an SIR spreading process. For the special case of SI dynamics, this
probability would always equal one – hence, instead, for the SI process, the interesting
quantity is the speed of propagation. One may thus define a dynamical weight that
is inversely proportional to the speed e.g. as nt = T/τR − 1 (or, including triggering
effects, nt = T/τR1 − 1) where nt is the dynamic weight; for events with uniformly
random timings (Eq. 4), this weight would be equal to the number of events on the link
with some variation due to fluctuations. However, as we have seen with the actualized
transfer times, the real fastest time-ordered paths taken by the spreading process
may be considerably different e.g. as temporal shortcuts are employed, limiting the
accuracy of this approximation.
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Appendix A. Reference models and static and dynamic properties
Empirical systems are usually characterized by properties which are extremely unlikely
to be found in random systems. One way of studying static empirical networks is to
compare them to an ensemble of graphs which possess some subset of the properties of
the empirical system but which are otherwise maximally random. These ensembles are
often called as reference or null models, and they can be used to perform “controlled
experiments” to see which properties of the data are relevant for some observed
phenomenon. The most convenient way of generating samples from random ensembles
is to use shuffling methods which retain the selected set of features of the original
system but randomize and destroy all other unrelated properties. Then, one can
observe how the quantities of interest differ in the reference ensemble as compared
to the empirical system. In this section, we define a reference model framework
for temporal networks by formally defining the properties that the reference models
modify.
A temporal network can be described by a set of nodes v ∈ V which are connected
by a sequence of events, E = {e1, ..., eN}, occurring between the nodes during the
observation period [0, T ]. Each event can be defined as a quadruplet of the form
e ≡ (u, v, t, d), where u and v are the initiator and receiver of the event, t ∈ [0, T ]
denotes the execution time and d is the duration. In this study, we analyze mobile
phone calls which have durations, but for simplicity we consider them instantaneous as
their duration is irrelevant for the investigated processes. Consequently, the definition
of an event is simplified to a triplet form e ≡ (u, v, t). A sequence of such events
can be used to construct an aggregated network G(E) where a link appears between
nodes who participate in a common event and link weights can be defined as the total
number of events n taking place between connected nodes during the examined time
period.
Formally, a property of an event sequence can be any function c that takes an
event sequence as an argument and returns the property. Using this function the set
of all possible event sequences can be divided into two subsets, one with sequences
having the property, C(E) = {E ′|c(E) = c(E ′)} and the rest of the sequences that do
not have the property. The reference model related to a property is an ensemble of
event sequences containing all the sequences in C(E) where each sequence is equally
probable. At the crudest level, the properties of an event sequence can be divided
into static properties which can be detected from the aggregated network (i.e. we can
write c(E) = c′(G(E))) and to temporal properties for which we also need to consider
the time stamps of the events.
Let us first concentrate on the static properties. Without any constraints all
of our event sequences have the same set of nodes V and the ensembles of possible
graphs induced by these sequences are limited to graphs with the same node set. The
number of events in each sequence is N and thus the number of edges in the graphs
vary from 1 to N . The first constraint we want to consider is the number of links
cL(E) = L(G(E)), where L is a function returning the number of of links in a graph.
Now the ensemble of graphs induced by the ensemble of event sequences correspond
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to an ensemble of Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (E-R) random graphs with given numbers of nodes
and edges. E-R graphs have a binomial degree distribution, instead of the fat-tailed
distributions commonly observed in data. Consequently, the next step is to limit
the graphs to have exactly the same degree sequence as the empirical graph. That
is, we define a property cDD(E) = k(G(E)), where k is the function returning the
degree sequence of a graph. This ensemble is called the configuration model. The full
topology of the network is returned if in addition to the degree sequence we include the
topological configurations and restore the original connection structure. That is, we
keep the property of topological configurations with the constraint cC(E) = A(G(E)),
where A is the unweighted adjacency matrix of the graph.
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Figure A1. Illustration of the hierarchical structure of (a) the properties
discussed in the text, and (b) the randomized reference models. Arrows denote
the inclusions of different ensembles in a way that there is an arrow from A to
B if A ⊇ B. Static properties and reference models are located on the left-hand
side, while temporal properties and reference models are on the right.
Until now, we have neglected the edge weights of the network, i.e. the number of
events taking place between node pairs, and in our ensembles the weight distribution
has been maximally random, or binomial. If we define link weights as the numbers
of events on links, we can constrain the weight distribution cw(E) = Nw(G(E)), where
Nw(G)(n) =
∑
i,j δ(Gi,j , n) is the count of weights in the network represented by the
weight matrix G and n denotes the number of events on a link. Now the number of
edges having a given weight is determined, but the weights are distributed randomly
between edges. Finally, to restore all static properties, we can include information
about which weight corresponds to which edge as we define the property corresponding
to the weight-topology correlations as the weight matrix of the aggregated graph,
cW (E) = G(E). As we can conclude from the way we added increasingly strict
constraints for the ensemble, the reference models present a hierarchical structure
and the hierarchy relations can be expressed with the sets of event sequences having
non-zero probability in the ensembles: CL ⊇ CDD ⊇ CC ⊇ CW and CL ⊇ Cw ⊇ CW .
This structure is also illustrated on Fig A1 a).
The study of temporal inhomogeneities in networks has gained popularity only
recently, and the related reference models are not well established. Next, we define
three temporal properties which are used in this paper. Without any temporal
constraints, the times of the events in the ensembles are scattered uniformly at random
on the interval [0, T ]. First, we want to limit the ensemble in such a way that at
least the network-wide frequency patterns in the event times are preserved. To do
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Figure A2. Call sequence shuffling procedures corresponding to null models
which only remove temporal inhomogeneities.
so, we retain the global time stamp sequence cD(E) = T , where T = {t1, ..., tN}
is the sequence of the time stamps of the original event sequence E . In a mobile
phone network, the frequency patterns of the time stamps T reflect the daily and
weekly fluctuations of the calling frequency, as on average people tend to place more
calls at day time and less calls at night with a slight variation due to different
weekdays. Going one step further, we would like to keep the distribution of the
times of event sequences on links cB(E) = NS(E) with NS(E)(s) =
∑
i,j δ(Si,j , s),
where Si,j = {tk1 , ..., tkn |uk1 = ... = ukn = i, vk1 = ... = vkn = j} is the sequence of
times of events taking place between the nodes i and j. The link sequences in the
MPC network are known to be bursty. Restoring the full link sequences retains all the
characteristics of the times of event sequences on links, including inter-event times and
burstiness. The event sequences on links can be perceived as “temporal link weights”,
i.e. sets of time stamps associated with each link instead of the simple scalar value of
static weights. Similarly to static link weights, if in addition to retaining their overall
distribution we want to keep the exact locations of each link sequence in the network,
then the complete original event sequence E is returned. Thus, for completeness we
define a property of retaining the link sequence-topology correlations by cE(E) = E .
The inhomogeneities that are captured by cE (and not by any other property defined
here) include burst-topology correlations and between-link correlations such as events
causing other events in neighboring links, or for example some interlinked sets of
nodes being more active than others at night. For the temporal reference models, the
hierarchy relations are CD ⊇ CB ⊇ CE , and between temporal and static references
they are Cw ⊇ CB , CW ⊇ CE .
Any two properties cA and cB can be combined by defining that cA+B(E) =
{cA(E), cB(E)} or equivalently by having CA+B = CA ∩ CB . The different properties
can be combined in any way to create reference models, but some combinations are
redundant because the reference models can contain each other. All the reference
models listed in the main text can now be defined as such combinations (see Sec. 2.2
and Table 1.)
Appendix B. Role of boundary and initial conditions
To ensure that our results are not heavily affected by the periodic temporal boundary
conditions that we applied, we have repeated some of our reference model calculations
without periodic boundaries, using only the available finite time window of 120 days.
Here, the infection was initiated from random node at a random point in time within
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the first 20 days, and the process was run for 100 days. Repeating the measurements
for 103 times with different initial conditions, the average infection curves (solid lines in
Fig.B1) qualitatively show the same behavior as for the periodic boundary conditions
(dashed lines in Fig.B1). The overall effects are minimal, but the periodic boundary
conditions slightly fasten the spreading process for the reference models having the
original link-sequence distribution. For the time-shuffled event sequence where bursty
temporal correlations do not play a role, the two curves (with and without periodic
boundaries) overlap almost perfectly. Since without periodic boundary conditions the
system does not reach full prevalence during the examined time period, we recorded
the distribution of the infection curve values 〈I(t = 100)〉/N at the end of the time
window (see Fig.B1 inset) in order to see the effects of random initial conditions.
Although there is variance and the tails of the distributions overlap, their order is the
clearly same as for the means of the curves.
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Figure B1. Comparison between spreading dynamics with (dashed line)
and without (solid line) periodic temporal boundary conditions. Distribution
of 〈I(t∗)〉/N at time t∗ = 100 days of different null models without periodic
boundary conditions is shown in the inset.
The initial conditions, i.e. the first infected node and the starting time, can have
a large impact on the spreading process. The topological position and the activity of
the initially infected node strongly influences the speed of a realization of the process,
as the infection lifts off faster when it is initiated from a well-connected hub with a
high level of activity. Such differences are reflected in the variation of the distributions
of the times to reach prevalence levels of 20% and 100%, as shown in Fig.B2 and in
the inset of Fig.1, respectively. The effects of the initial conditions can be quantified
by the width of the distributions, as summarized in Table B1, where the average and
the error of the mean values of the distributions of times to reach prevalences of 20%
and 100% are shown for all models. Especially for early-stage distributions in Fig.B2,
the reference models that retain more inhomogeneities have a larger spread.
A more sophisticated picture can be drawn by recording the density of the
infection curves in a time-prevalence space. For computing the density, this space can
be divided into bins of equal size; then, the number of times when an infection curve
passed through it can be counted for each bin cell. In Fig.B3 we show the normalized
density figures of three selected reference models together with the average curves. In
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EVENT SEQUENCE 〈t20%〉 〈t100%〉
Original 38.242± 0.741 677.670± 1.008
Eq.-w. link-seq. shuffled 41.206± 0.831 597.267± 1.592
Time shuffled 26.486± 0.527 402.400± 1.141
Unif. rand. times 24.962± 0.390 401.649± 1.113
Link-seq. shuffled 30.676± 0.552 495.981± 1.002
Configuration model 29.359± 0.327 446.621± 0.949
Random network 26.643± 0.291 411.803± 1.139
Table B1. Average time for reaching prevalence levels of 20% and 100% infection,
and error of the mean values for each model.
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Figure B2. Distributions for times to reach 20% prevalence.
order to display the regime where the vast majority of the infection curves are running,
we have used quantiles for the distributions for each row and show only the 75% of the
curves symmetrical around the median. This demonstrates that even though initial
conditions cause an impact on the spreading evolution, most of the curves are not too
far from the ensemble average which gives then a fairly good estimate for the actual
behaviour. The effect of heterogeneities increasing the spread is also visible here, as
the dispersion of the individual curves is decreasing around the average and the 75%
quantile area becomes more narrow for reference models with less constraints.
Appendix C. Network size dependence
In order to study the dependence of the speed of SI spreading process on the system
size, we need to extract subnetworks of the MPC network. Here, we take use of the
fact that MPC networks display geographical embedding [30], and divide the users
into subsets by considering in which city they live according to the postal code of
their subscriptions [31]. We then determine the largest connected component (LCC)
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(a) Original event sequence (b) Time shuffled event sequence
(c) Configuration model event sequence
Figure B3. Density and average of infection curves in the time-infection space for
different null models. (a) Original event sequence, (b) time shuffled event sequence
and (c) configuration model. On each figure the 75% quantiled distributions are
shown together with the average infection curves (solid line).
of each city network and construct the event sequence data of that city by selecting all
the calls between the users in the LCC. The above procedure yields 7569 subnetworks,
whose sizes vary over five orders of magnitude. Note that the information about the
postal code of subscription is available for only about half of the users, and hence the
amount of users in all subnetworks is less than in the entire MPC network.
MPC networks inside cities form natural subsystems of the whole MPC network
[31, 30]. There is no reason to believe that the social systems of different sizes are
similar; instead, it might be possible that the interaction patterns of people in the
entire country might have very different characteristics as compared to the interaction
patterns inside a small city. Further, the size of the city might also have some effect
on the patterns and correlations of interaction between users. We start by inspecting
the properties of the corresponding static networks.
The average degree 〈k〉 of the subnetworks initially increases withN , but for larger
systems it saturates when the value for the entire MPC network is reached [Fig. C1 (a)].
The average strength 〈s〉, i.e. the average number of calls in which nodes participate,
also behaves similarly [Fig. C1 (b)]. These properties suggest that although there
is a large variation in the sizes of the subnetworks, their fundamental properties are
similar. Typical to social networks, the clustering coefficients C of the entire MPC
network and the subnetworks are much higher than would be expected from Erdo˝s-
Re´nyi random networks with corresponding size and average degree [Fig. C1 (c)]. The
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Figure C1. Variation of the static properties of the subnetworks with the system
size, N . Plot of the (a) average degree 〈k〉, (b) average distance 〈`〉, (c) average
strength 〈s〉, and the (d) clustering coefficient C, of the subnetworks, as a function
of their size. The dashed line represents the corresponding value for the entire
MPC network.
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Figure C2. The network-wide average temporal distance between two nodes
(time to reach i from j) as a function of the number of nodes N in the network
for the original data and several null models. The original curve overlaps with the
equal-weight link-sequence shuffled model; the time-shuffled and uniform random
times curves also practically overlap. All curves are averaged over 103 initial
conditions.
value of C decreases with increasing network size, reaching the value of the entire MPC
network for large N . Fig. C1 (d), shows the variation of the average shortest path
length in the subnetworks ` with N . As expected, we find that the static MPC network
is a small-world system where (roughly) 〈`〉 ∝ lnN . Note that when N > 2× 103, we
calculate 〈`〉 by sampling the distance from 103 randomly chosen nodes to all other
nodes in the network.
Next, we perform the SI spreading process for each of the subsystems, using
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both the original event sequence and the temporal reference models. We simulate the
process until all the nodes in the system are infected and observe the infection time
of each node. We then measure the average time at which nodes get infected in a city
as a function of the city size N [Fig C2]. This average infection time is same as the
average temporal distance (duration of the fastest paths) of the system. The temporal
distances first show a fast increase, followed by slower increase. Importantly, for all
system sizes, the temporal distances for the original data and the null models show
a similar relationship. This indicates that the observed results are unlikely to be an
artifact associated with the specific system, that is, the full MPC network.
Appendix D. τR for the uniformly random times reference model with
periodic boundary conditions
In this Appendix we are going to calculate the inter-event time and random relay time
distributions for the uniformly random times reference model. Further, we are going
to derive formulas for the expected average relay time and variance for the average
relay time.
In the uniformly random times reference model the sequences of events of edges do
not depend on each other and we can calculate all statistics just by considering a single
edge at a time. That is, we have an edge with n events, each taking place uniformly at
random in the interval [0, T ], and denote the time of the ith event (ordered by time)
by ti.
The time of i-th event is distributed like the i-th order statistics of the uniform
probability distribution ti/T ∼ U(i). That is, ti/T follows the beta distribution [28]
p(ti) =
(ti/T )
i−2(1− ti/T )n−i+1
B(i− 1, n− i) , (D.1)
where B(i− 1, n− i) = ∫ 1
0
xi−2(1− x)n−i+1dx is the beta function.
In order to be able to calculate τR, we need the distribution for the inter-event
times τi, rather than the times of the events. With periodic temporal boundary
conditions in place, we have
τi =
{
T − tn + t1 if i = 1
ti − ti−1 if i 6= 1
. (D.2)
Note that the values of ti are not independent of each other. However, from Ref. [28],
we know that if we define a new random variable Wrs = U(s) − U(r) we get
pWrs(w) =
ws−r−1(1− w)n−s+r
B(s− r, n− s+ r + 1) (D.3)
Applying Eq. D.3 to Eq. D.2, the inter-event time τi distribution takes the form
p(τi) =
{
(τi/T )
n−2(1−τi/T )
B(n−1,2) if i = 1
(1−τi/T )n−1
B(1,n) if i 6= 1
. (D.4)
The expected value of τi thus becomes
〈τi〉 =
{
2T
n+1 if i = 1
T
n+1 if i 6= 1
, (D.5)
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and the variance is
Var(τi) =
{
2(n−1)
(n+2)(n+1)2T
2 if i = 1
n
(n+2)(n+1)2T
2 if i 6= 1 . (D.6)
Note that τ1 is longer than all the other inter-event times. At first this might seem to
be a bias in the reference model. However, if one would change the labeling scheme
of the event times such that t1 would be the first event after some point x ∈ [0, 1] and
use the periodic boundary condition in labeling all other events such that tn−1 would
be the last event before x, this would not change the distribution of τi. This might
seem paradoxical, but it just reflects the fact that if we select any point x in the time
interval, we are more likely to hit long inter-event times than short inter-event times.
That is, selecting the point x = 0 as basis of our “coordinate system” causes the first
inter-event time to be longer than the others.
Equipped with the functional form of the probability density function of the
distribution of τi, we can calculate the expected value of τR by using the Eq. 3:
〈τR〉 = 〈
∑n
i=1 τ
2
i
2T
〉 =
∑n
i=1〈τ2i 〉
2T
=
〈τ21 〉+ (n− 1)〈τ22 〉
2T
. (D.7)
Now noting that 〈τ2i 〉 = 〈τi〉2 + Var(τi) and plugging in Eq D.5 and Eq. D.6 we get
〈τR〉 = T
n+ 1
. (D.8)
The calculations can be made easier if we only want to calculate the average relay
times and do not care about the distribution of τi. We can choose a random event i
and set our time reference in a way that ti = 0 and still apply the periodic boundary
conditions. The set of inter-event times is retained in this transformation, and only
the order of the times is lost. Further, the other n−1 events (not including event i) are
uniformly randomly distributed over the time interval [0, T ]. Thus, the problem is of
finding the distribution of the average relay time can be solved by solving the problem
of dividing the unit interval into n intervals by n − 1 uniformly random points. In
Ref. [32] the l’th moment of the sum of the squares of the interval sizes was given as
〈(
n∑
i=1
(τi/T )
2)l〉 = (n− 1)!l!
(n+ 2l − 1)!
∑
j1+...+jn=l
(2j1)!...(2jn)!
j1!...jn!
. (D.9)
Now the l’th moment of the average relay time can be calculated by using Eq. D.9
with
〈τRl〉 = (T
2
)l〈(
n∑
i=1
(τi/T )
2)l〉. (D.10)
Using Eqs. D.9 and D.10 we obtain the correct average relay time of Eq. D.8, and
values for the second moment
〈τR2〉 = n+ 5
(n+ 3)(n+ 2)(n+ 1)
T 2, (D.11)
and the variance
Var(τR) =
n− 1
(n+ 1)2(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
T 2. (D.12)
